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Chapter 2   Levels of reasoning in problem-centered 
   collaborative group work3

Abstract Even though various successful instructional approaches to 
mathematics education in which students construct meaningful 
mathematics have been reported in the research literature, little of it has 
trickled down to everyday practice in classrooms. The difference 
between advice offered in the research literature and what is feasible in 
regular classrooms shaped by textbooks and mandatory curricula is still 
too great. In our research we developed a more pragmatic approach with 
a view to creating conditions in which students are supported in 
constructing and reconstructing, grounding and integrating their 
presumably fragmented and shallow mathematical knowledge, which is 
also doable for teachers in regular school settings. The core element of 
this approach comprises replacing four of the twelve textbook lessons 
with problem-centered collaborative group work. To analyze the 
students' learning processes, we constructed a framework of four levels 
of reasoning that could possibly emerge when students participate in 
these activities. The levels of reasoning discussed in this chapter are 
tailored to the topic of the lessons of a teaching experiment relating to 
geometric proof in Dutch 11th grade classrooms. We explore the 
potential usefulness of these levels by analyzing student interaction in a 
small group working on geometric proof tasks.

Keywords student thinking, mathematical reasoning, geometric proof, 
collaborative learning, instruction, mathematical tasks

3 Based on: Palha, S., Gravemeijer, K., Dekker, R., & Mariotti, M.A. (submitted). Levels of reasoning in 
problem-centered collaborative group work



Chapter 2

Introduction

The belief that students should be given the opportunity to construct mathematical knowledge 

themselves - with the aid of a teacher - is widely accepted today among mathematics 

education theorists and researchers. A great deal of research reports on learning arrangements 

that successfully support students in such construction processes in experimental settings 

(Doorman & Gravemeijer, 2008; Gravemeijer, 1999; Rasmussen, Zandieh, King, & Teppo,

2005; Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010; O'Callaghan, 1998; Cotic & Zuljan, 2009). The aim in 

these experimental settings is to support students in developing more advanced forms of 

mathematical reasoning by fostering a gradual process of constructing and inventing more 

formal insights, concepts, and procedures. Learning processes of this type are often situated in 

interactive and collaborative settings (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 1998, 2004; Yackel, 2001;

Yackel, Cobb, & Wood, 1991; Bartolini Bussi, 1998). 

However, there is still a considerable gap between the successful approaches reported in 

the literature and actual practice in regular classrooms. Processes such as constructing and 

deepening mathematical knowledge are often lacking (Lithner, 2008; Stylianides, 2009; Pijls 

& Dekker, 2011). Conventional school mathematics is dominated by a textbook culture in 

which students are led step-by-step towards a final form or procedure often supported by 

worked-out solutions. As a result, students are not challenged to develop the resources, 

heuristics and self-regulation, which are required when they face more complex problems or 

non-standard tasks (Vosniadou & Verschaffel, 2004; Lithner, 2008; Mayer, 2002; Schoenfeld, 

1985, 1992). Students therefore develop scattered mathematical knowledge, which might 

include some informal practical knowledge and some elements of formal mathematical 

knowledge (Roorda, 2012). Furthermore, such knowledge will probably be unrelated to the 

students’ experiential reality (Vinner, 1983; Thompson & Silverman, 2008; Pijls & Dekker, 

2011). Following Van Oers (2002) we refer to this as ‘pseudo-mathematics’, which he defines 

as a transition stage in the concept development process. The student has already learned 

definitions, properties, notations and their conventional use but still has to acquire the 

corresponding meaning. The students appear to be able to use and apply mathematical terms 
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Levels of reasoning in problem-centered collaborative group work

and notations correctly but they cannot produce a plausible explanation or a justification for 

their correct use. Van Oers (2002) defines these pseudo-concepts as pseudo-mathematical in 

the sense that: ‘they are conscious actions already but not systematically reflected upon’ (ibid, 

p. 35). The mandatory curriculum, compulsory exams, and conventional textbooks make it 

extremely difficult for teachers of regular classrooms to adopt the prototypical instructional 

sequences or local instruction theories generated in educational research. 

We therefore developed an intervention that is feasible for regular classrooms, and 

which creates conditions in which students are supported in constructing and deepening their 

mathematical knowledge. Given the students scattered, partially formal mathematical 

knowledge and partially pseudo-mathematical knowledge, the alternative instructional setting 

must foster enrichment processes in which the students fill in gaps, reconstruct, and ground 

their pseudo-mathematical and mathematical knowledge. We assume that these processes will 

flourish when students engage in mathematical problem solving in collaborative, small-group 

settings. When reasoning collaboratively, the students will be comparing, adapting, integrating 

and eventually reconstructing their available mathematical and pseudo-mathematical notions, 

which then may become properly mathematized (Van Oers, 2002). To analyze the intended 

enrichment processes, we identified different levels at which students might reason. 

This chapter explores the potential usefulness of such levels of reasoning by analyzing 

student interaction in a small group working on geometric proof tasks. We first present the 

background of our intervention. We then describe how we constructed the levels of reasoning. 

To identify these levels in a given setting, these general levels must be tailored to the content 

of the actual lessons. In relation to this, we discuss mathematical reasoning in the context of 

geometric proof. This is followed by an elaboration of our framework in terms of observation 

categories for analyzing geometry lessons on proof. These categories are then applied to 

lessons in a teaching experiment in a Dutch 11th grade classroom. We close with a discussion 

of the main findings. 
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Chapter 2

Research background

Creating an enriching learning environment in regular classrooms

To create an alternative learning environment in regular classrooms that might improve the 

quality of the students' mathematical learning, we must first establish the characteristics of the 

regular classroom practices that could actually hinder students in developing deep, coherent, 

well-grounded and sophisticated mathematics. We observed the following characteristics by 

studying Dutch 11th grade mathematics textbooks:

- new mathematical content is introduced in a step-by-step manner;

- students are expected to follow previously-established procedures, often supported by 

worked-out problems;

- the tasks require neither conceptual thinking nor rich explanations. Instead, they 

generally require calculation or straightforward answers;

- the teacher has a central role in giving explanations and instructions.

Research by Roorda (2012) suggests that students in regular classrooms eventually get to grips 

with the mathematics taught, though it might take a long time. A two-year study (from 10th to 

12th grade) of Dutch secondary-school students showed that they gradually developed a 

deeper, more coherent and correct understanding of calculus over that period. We can make an 

educated guess about how this process might develop. Given the fact that the students start out 

with fragmented, partially pseudo-mathematical and partially mathematical knowledge, a 

process is required in which they fill in the gaps, reconstruct and ground their knowledge by 

making connections between their pseudo-mathematical and mathematical knowledge, and 

what is experientially real and meaningful to them. We refer to this as an enrichment process. 

The question that then arises is: how do we foster such enrichment processes? 

It seems plausible that such processes could be encouraged by having the students solve 

problems that require them to rethink their current knowledge, make connections and 

reconstruct what they already know or construct new knowledge. Moreover, situations could 

be created where the students explain and justify their thinking and reflect on their own ideas 
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and those of others, preferably their peers. This requires a learning environment that differs 

significantly from standard textbook-driven classrooms i.e. a learning environment in which: 

(i) the learning activities differ in that: 

- new mathematical content is not introduced step-by-step;

- the tasks are not preceded by examples or theory ready to be applied. The tasks 

require more than calculations or straightforward answers;

- there are no worked-out problems where students are expected to follow a 

previously-established procedure. 

Instead:

- tasks are designed to be experienced by the students as problems to be solved; 

- the instructional sequence includes tasks that incorporate reflection questions that 

focus on conceptual thinking and the use of relationships. 

(ii) the teacher has a different role: instead of providing explanations, the teacher facilitates 

students in presenting and discussing their own explanations; 

(iii) the students have a different role: they participate actively in mathematical discussions 

by showing, explaining, justifying their ideas, asking other students for explanations 

and criticizing each other’s work.

Mark that what we are looking for is a learning environment suitable for regular classrooms. 

We have already stated that the gap between the types of learning environments in 

experimental settings and what is feasible in regular classrooms is currently too wide to 

bridge. Our aim is to advance the enrichment processes already found, in one form or another, 

in regular classrooms. 

Problem-centered collaborative group work

To achieve this, we replaced approximately one-third of the lessons in a chapter with lessons 

containing the characteristics mentioned above (referred to as shift-problem lessons, Palha,
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Dekker, Gravemeijer, & Van Hout-wolters, 2013). We hope these alternative lessons avoid the 

linearity of the textbook-task sequences and thereby create opportunities for problem solving 

and reflection, which in turn may foster enrichment processes. What is important here is that 

the students come to see the tasks as problems to be solved rather than as routines to be run 

through, and this is influenced by the learning context (Cobb & Yackel, 1996; Schoenfeld, 

1985, 1992). The idea underpinning our intervention is to influence the students’ learning 

context by adapting textbook tasks and promoting student collaboration. To support this shift 

towards problem solving and interaction in a collaborative setting, we followed the process 

model guidelines (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 1998, 2004) which encourage students to show, 

explain, justify and reconstruct their work (key activities) while solving problems 

collaboratively. Any meaningful learning that occurs will be revealed in the reconstruction of 

the solutions. The result of the reconstruction can be shown or re-explained, which completes 

the cycle of these four activities. The key activities can be elicited by regulating activities to 

be performed by the students themselves. For instance, a fellow student encourages other 

students to show and explain their work by asking questions such as: ‘What have you got? 

How did you get that?’ In addition, he can trigger the justification process by voicing 

criticism: ‘I think it’s wrong'. The main role of the teacher in the process model is to 

encourage students to perform the key and regulating activities and, in doing so, to assist 

students to become more active and to self-regulate their learning process (Pijls & Dekker, 

2011; Webb, 2009).

Levels of reasoning

When reasoning collaboratively, students will compare, adapt, integrate and eventually 

reconstruct their existing pseudo-mathematical and mathematical notions. Working with the 

process model, such differences require students to reflect on their own ideas and those of 

their peers. Key to this process is that individual student input will be on various levels. 

Studying enrichment processes means that we need to elaborate what these levels look like 

and how we might observe them. Below we construct a framework of different levels of 
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reasoning by building on the domain-specific instruction theory of realistic mathematics 

education (RME); in particular, the levels of activity in the emergent modeling heuristic 

(Gravemeijer, 1999, 2008), which provide a broad description of mathematical activity in 

carefully planned long-term reinvention processes.

Emergent modeling

The underlying idea of RME is that students use and develop mathematical notions that are 

meaningful to them in order to construct a rich network of mathematical relations. Students 

construct new knowledge and learn how to apply it when reflecting on the mathematical 

notions and personal meanings, and their interrelationships. A long-term instructional design 

perspective involves a reinvention process in which informal ways of reasoning gradually 

develop into more formal ways of reasoning. The objective of the emergent modeling design 

heuristic (Gravemeijer, 1999) is to support a shift in thinking about the specific situation of the 

task-setting towards thinking in terms of mathematical relations and formal concepts. From 

this emergent modeling perspective, the formalization process can generally be described by 

four levels of activity (Gravemeijer, 1999, 2008):

- Task setting activity: students’ solution methods are tied to the activity in specific settings 

and student reasoning, and explanations involve situation-specific imagery. 

- Referential activity: students’ solution methods and reasoning are based on models that 

refer to the activity in the task setting.

- General activity: students’ solution methods and reasoning involve models that derive 

their meaning from a framework of mathematical relations. 

- Formal mathematical activity: students’ reasoning is no longer dependent on the support 

of models. 

In this learning process the students’ mathematical activity at one level will become the basis 

for the activities at the next level (see also Van Hiele, 1986). Ideally, the starting points are in 

problem situations that are experientially real to the students, which they can then build on, 

thereby expanding their mathematical reality. The objective is that the students will base their 
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more formal ways of reasoning on earlier meaningful experiences. Models are a means of 

support as they first emerge as models of activity in the task setting and gradually develop into 

models for more formal mathematical reasoning. This transition is facilitated by the teacher 

who shifts the students’ focus from the actual problem situation to the mathematical relations 

involved.

Theoretical elaboration of reasoning levels

We use the emergent-modeling levels of activity as the starting point for our thinking on the 

students’ levels of reasoning in an enrichment process. It will be clear that we cannot simply 

transfer the levels of activity linked to modeling in a long-term process of guided reinvention 

to students working collaboratively on a single problem in an arbitrary classroom setting. 

These levels of activity can nevertheless guide us in our search process. In this respect, we 

refer to the link with directly accessible informal knowledge at the first level of activity; the 

support provided by the aforementioned informal knowledge to reasoning with more 

mathematical knowledge on the second level: referential activity; the focus on mathematical 

relations at the third level: general activity; and a more formal mathematical level that 

subsequently develops: formal activity. Building on these characteristics of activity levels in 

an emergent modeling process, we identified four levels of reasoning that could come to the 

fore when students collaboratively solve problems in regular classrooms: empirical-based 

reasoning; relational reasoning; theoretical-based reasoning, and formal expressed reasoning.

The first level: empirical-based reasoning, is analogous to the first level of activity; they 

both involve students’ reasoning solely in connection with the task-setting situation. The 

second level: relational reasoning, and the referential activity level are similar as they focus 

on the students’ interpretations of the task setting. However, because the task setting is 

different it will lead to different interpretations. While in referential activity, the students’ 

interpretations comprise models of the situation created by the students, at the relational 

reasoning level the students' interpretations comprise connections between elements of the 

task setting and mathematical notions, including pseudo-mathematics. Between the third level: 
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theoretical-based reasoning and the third level of activity - general activity, the focus on the 

mathematical relations, concepts and the properties involved is similar. The fourth and final 

level: formal expressed reasoning, and the formal mathematics activity level are connected in 

the sense that they both refer to students thinking independently of the situation-specific 

imagery of the task setting in question.

Observation categories to analyze students’ reasoning in geometric proof lessons

To investigate the practical usefulness of these levels of reasoning, we used data from a 

teaching experiment on geometric proof in a Dutch 11th grade classroom. This teaching 

experiment was part of a larger research project in which we examined the innovative lesson 

arrangements around problem-centered collaborative group work (Palha et al., 2013) described 

earlier. We analyzed the verbal interaction in a group of students working on a series of tasks. 

However, prior to this, we had to tailor the level descriptions to the content of the lessons: 

geometric proof. Consequently, we had to complement our framework of levels of reasoning 

with theoretical frameworks on geometry education and on proof.

We start by discussing the literature on the learning of geometry and proof, which was 

helpful in constructing a topic-specific version of the four levels of reasoning. We then 

describe how this was achieved and followed with an explanation of how the resultant 

framework was applied, and then report on the results. 

Informal and formal reasoning in the field of geometry

From an educational point of view, Kuzniak and Rauscher (2011) state that the geometric field 

can be structured by making a distinction between three paradigms: the world of natural 

geometry (Geometry I); the world of natural axiomatic geometry (Geometry II); and the world 

of formal geometry (Geometry III). Each paradigm can be characterized in relation to the 

specificity of its activities and its learning goals. If the students’ horizon is the world of 

Geometry I, statements are generated using arguments based on perception and experiment. 

These arguments are valid in the material and tangible world and any argument may be used to 
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justify a statement or convince someone; in this case, the geometric meaning of the diagrams 

is confused with its spatial-graphical features (traces on paper). In contrary, statements in the 

natural axiomatic world of Geometry II are generated using theoretical constructs such as 

mathematical definitions and properties. In this world there is a well-defined theoretical 

framework (in the classroom community), and for a proof to be valid, it must be set up within 

this theoretical framework. In both geometries, students’ mathematical activity is related to 

their real world experience. This is not the case with Geometry III, the third paradigm. The 

theory here is central to itself and unconcerned with possible applications to reality. Upper-

secondary geometry usually concerns the first two worlds. In the context of our research, the 

students’ purpose would have to be reasoning within the paradigm of Geometry II, but based 

on reasoning within the paradigm of Geometry I. We therefore refer to one’s reasoning within 

the characteristics of Geometry I as informal reasoning, and one’s reasoning within the 

characteristics of Geometry II as formal reasoning.

When students learn geometric proof they have difficulty distinguishing between spatial-

graphical features and geometric meaning, which coexist in the same visual representation 

(Fischbein, 1993; Laborde, 2004). The development of geometric meaning in school geometry 

involves a gradual ability to discern and describe the geometric objects from their 

mathematical properties (see Van Hiele, 1986). In the long-term, we can expect to see a 

change in students' thinking: from thinking about the specific spatial-graphical features of the 

diagram (Geometry I) to thinking in terms of theorems, mathematical properties and 

definitions without losing the relationship with the spatial-graphical reference (Geometry I and 

Geometry II). Furthermore, in addition to developing geometric concepts the students must 

become aware of what it means to prove.

Linking private and public arguments when proving

When learning about proving, students must come to realize the connection between their 

personal arguments and the arguments that meet the goals of the classroom and the 

mathematical community. One of the reasons for students’ limitations with formal proof is that 
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they often miss this linkage (Raman, 2003). Raman coined the notion of a key idea in this 

respect. In other words: ‘a heuristic idea which can map to a formal proof with an appropriate 

sense of rigor. It links together the public and private domains, and in doing so gives a sense 

of understanding and conviction’ (ibid, p. 323). In summary, with respect to geometric proof 

we envisage that the enrichment process will involve the students moving from the world of 

Geometry I to the worlds of Geometry I and II. It involves a gradual awareness of the 

theoretical perspective without losing the relationship with the spatial-graphical reference; in 

Raman’s words: ‘the linkage of private and public arguments’. 

Link with other frameworks

There are other frameworks for analyzing students’ reasoning when solving problems 

(Schoenfeld, 1985) or proving (e.g. Harel & Sowder, 1998) but they were not suited to the 

collaborative setting of our research. Note: our goal of discerning the different levels of 

reasoning in collaborative problem-centered lessons differs from that of Harel and Sowder 

(1998), who discern empirical proof schemes and analytical proof schemes. Their main 

concern is to categorize students’ solutions, and not the process by which a group of students 

develops proof and mathematical meaning. It is, however, the latter that is our main concern. 

Our focus also differs from that of Schoenfeld (1985), whose categories involve the problem-

solving process through the lens of meta-cognitive actions (such as reading, analyzing and 

planning) and focus on students’ generic behavior. We, on the other hand, are interested in the 

specific solution process in terms of the sequence of the acts of reasoning that lead to a 

solution.

Topic-specific observation categories

The literature indicates that the development of mathematical thinking is manifested in how 

students use and refer to their knowledge (Rasmussen et al., 2005; Zandieh & Rasmussen, 

2010; Van Hiele, 1986). We therefore endeavored to identify the four categories by 

specifically looking at what the students’ arguments refer to, the wording they use, and the 
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way they validate their statements. As the students work in small groups, collecting the 

observational records of student interaction is a reasonable approach to examining students’ 

mathematical reasoning (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 2004; Schoenfeld, 1985, 1992; Owens &

Clements, 1998). It seems that working in small groups encourages students to speak openly 

(Owens & Clements, 1998) and more authentically (Schoenfeld, 1985). 

To create observation categories to identify the levels of reasoning in lessons on 

geometric proof we developed these levels while incorporating the geometry framework 

outlined above. This led to the four categories below (see also appendix 2).

Empirical-based reasoning (ER)

The first category is characterized by its focus: reasoning about something specific to the task. 

At this level, the task setting involves geometric figures (theoretical constructs) that, because 

of their specificity, can be confused with the spatial-graphical features (reality, traces on 

paper), and the corresponding activity in the task may be essentially empirical. Therefore, the 

reference for the students’ arguments is the spatial-graphical features (including students’ 

work) used as a material object in their specificity. The expression of a line of thought is tied 

to the material world and involves wording and actions performed in this world: measuring or 

guessing by sight, rotating, superposing or other movements. The students’ wording or actions 

can – in an empirical sense – include key ideas for the proof and they might serve the students’ 

purpose to explore and understand the task. For the students, the validity of the arguments 

takes place in the material and tangible world of Geometry I.

When presented with the following task (see also Fig. 2.1) the purpose is to prove that 

the two line segments are equal.

Task: Given the circle with centre M and the chord AB. Segment MN is perpendicular to AB.

Prove that AN = BN.
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Fig. 2.1. Prove that AN =BN

An example of a statement categorized as empirical-based reasoning: the angles " MAB and 

MBA are equal because they are mirrored”. Here the proof of the equality of the two angles 

is stated in the material world of Geometry I and involves mirroring.

Relational reasoning (RR)

The second level of reasoning is about relations between the specific situation of the task 

setting and the mathematical notions. This category is transitional in nature and involves 

reasoning in Geometry worlds I and II. The reference of the students’ arguments can be the 

theory needed to solve the task but contextualized in the specific situation of the task setting. 

The students recognize the difference between the geometric meaning of the diagram and the 

spatial-graphical features but are not completely aware of these differences or their theoretical 

importance for solving the task. It may also include references to approaches and solutions to 

similar, previously solved tasks. What the students say involves general statements that may 

serve their purpose i.e. convincing themselves and others. Their wording and actions might 

include key ideas for the proof which, at this level, might be expressed in mathematical terms 

and notions but which, in all probability, have a more pseudo-mathematical character. 

Students seek the validity of their arguments beyond the world of Geometry I.

An example of a statement (with regard to the task in Fig. 2.1) categorized as relational 

reasoning: the triangle AMB must be equilateral because AM is the radius and AB is equal to 
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AM. The student states that triangle AMB is equilateral (instead of isosceles). He is likely to 

confirm the equality of the line segments AB and AM based on the spatial-graphical features of 

the diagram (Geometry I). But he correctly justifies the equality of the sides AM and BM using 

the theoretical notion of radius (Geometry II). 

Theoretical-based reasoning (TR)

The third category of reasoning is about something that can be set for all (general). The focus 

here is mathematical properties and relations. This category can be connected to the second 

geometric paradigm (Geometry II). In this category diagrams are general, definition-based and 

not confused with the spatial-graphical features. The students’ references are relationships 

stated by definitions and theorems; students elaborate on key ideas and other relationships 

required to solve the task at a theoretical level. Students express their reasoning within a 

defined system of properties using general statements, which might serve the students’ 

purpose of moving towards formal proof. In their wording key ideas are used at the theoretical 

level, but not formally expressed i.e. students’ wording contains personal ‘mathematical’ 

terms and notations and does not necessarily make explicit reference to the status of 

definitions, theorems and mathematical properties. Students seek the validity of their 

arguments in the defined system of properties of Geometry II. 

An example of a statement (with regard to the task in Fig. 2.1) categorized as 

theoretical-based reasoning: the two triangles ANM and BNM are congruent because they have 

two equal sides and one right angle. The equality of the two triangles is based on the 

theoretical notion of congruence and not confused with the spatial-graphical features. Hence, 

the student uses the key idea of congruence at the theoretical level (Geometry II).

Formal expressed reasoning (FR)

The fourth category concerns something that expresses awareness of the theoretical 

perspective. This category can be connected to the third geometric paradigm (Geometry III), 

which, at upper-secondary level, is probably only developed in most students at the level of 
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expression. The references of students’ arguments are relationships stated by definitions and 

theorems. The students not only use theoretical knowledge but also demonstrate (or refer to) 

how this knowledge is used within the norms of the mathematical community. The students 

express general statements, in a deductive way, which might serve their purpose of 

constructing a formal proof; the arguments refer to mathematical properties connecting 

premises and conclusions. Students’ wording involves mathematical terms and notations that 

meet the mathematical practices of the mathematical community. For the students, validity is 

stated in the well-defined system of properties of Geometry II. 

An example of a statement categorized as formal expressed reasoning: “we have two 

equal sides; AM and BM are equal, NM is the side of both triangles. So we must prove that the 

angle in between is equal in order to apply the congruence cases”. The student not only uses 

the key idea of congruence within the world of Geometry II, she also refers to the necessity of 

using it and she does so deductively. 

Methodological issues

We used the four categories defined above to understand the dynamics of enrichment 

processes in learning geometric proof. We expected to observe transitions between the levels 

when students solve geometric proof tasks collaboratively. In addition, the sequence of the 

levels occurring during the solution process will probably not conform to a specific order. 

When students collaboratively solve problems it can be expected that a mathematical 

discussion involves arguments adhering to a variety of levels of reasoning and that multiple 

shifts may occur in the series of arguments. 

Data gathering 

The data discussed in this study are the result of a teaching experiment conducted in a regular 

11th grade Dutch classroom. Cameras recorded the activities of two groups involved in solving 

these problems. The data comprise the groups’ verbal interactions and written answers. During 

the teaching experiment, 4 of the 12 regular textbook lessons were replaced with shift-problem 
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lessons. These lessons were spread through the unit and took place when students were 

expected to have acquired the prerequisite knowledge required for the tasks. The students 

worked from worksheets and the textbook was not available. The students were given a 

handout with essential theorems and definitions to help them recall relevant knowledge. They 

were encouraged to work in small heterogeneous groups in line with the process model. 

Data analysis

We started the data analysis by dividing the transcribed protocols into smaller units of analysis 

(sub-episodes) defined by the minimum number of statements containing sufficient 

information to categorize the reasoning process of a specific sub-episode in one of the four 

categories defined: empirical-based reasoning (ER); relational reasoning (RR); theoretical-

based reasoning (TR) and formal expressed reasoning (FR). This resulted in a sequence of 

reasoning levels (reasoning sequence). For instance, the analysis of the solution process 

developed by one group of students resulted in the following reasoning sequence: ER-RR-TR-

RR- ER- RR- ER-ER- RR- TR- FR- RR- FR. 

Validity and reliability 

To check the validity of our system of observation categories and how it was applied, we 

asked two mathematics education researchers, not members of our research team, to evaluate 

how we had categorized one complete episode (see the following section). Some differences 

were observed and discussed. This led to two aspects of the categories being refined:

(i) the first aspect pertained to situations in which the students use the solution of a 

previous task to justify their reasoning instead of using the theoretical definitions or 

properties. We had considered such situations to be relational reasoning, but viewed 

from a different perspective, they could be placed in the theoretical reasoning category. 

We consider it relational rather than theoretical, as it was not clear whether the 

students were elaborating on theoretical notions;
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(ii) the second aspect involved the subtle difference between students using spatial-

graphical features as a means to construct personal understanding, which we consider 

empirical-based reasoning, and referring to graphical features or a specific element in 

the task setting in relation to a higher purpose of proving, which we consider relational 

reasoning. For instance, a student’s utterance, such as ‘this one is equal to this 

one…this is what we must prove’ should, in our opinion, be coded as relational 

because the student’s purpose goes beyond the specificity of the diagram.

To measure the reliability of our coding system, two researchers independently coded a second 

episode. This resulted in a final inter-rate agreement of 87%.

Results of an analysis of a group of students solving a geometric proof task

In this section we use the four categories to analyze the discussion between three students 

solving the task in Fig. 2.2. We start by categorizing group reasoning (see the following sub-

sections). The general analysis of the reasoning pattern is presented at the end of this section. 

Mathematical task

We selected the following task (see also Fig. 2.2) from the textbook and integrated it into a 

sequence of tasks within the same topic: congruence. 

Task: Given the triangle ABC and the equilateral triangles ACQ and BCP.

Prove that AP = BQ

Fig. 2.2. Prove that AP and BQ are equal
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A key idea for solving this task is the theoretical notion of congruence. The diagram we 

provide to support students’ reasoning also allows the researcher to observe how the students’ 

reference to the elements in the diagram evolves (Laborde, 2004). The diagram creates an 

opportunity for the students to approach and discuss the task (and key ideas) at an empirical 

level; for instance, by measuring the length of the line segments, or by observing the equality 

of the shapes of triangles APC and QBC from the diagram. However, to accomplish the task at 

a theoretical level, the students must go beyond this physical experience and establish and use 

theoretical relations such as the properties of equilateral triangles and the concept of 

congruence. Another challenging element for the students is to justify that ACP= QCB,

because it might not be obvious to the students (Duval, 2006) that the angle ACB is part of 

both the angles ACP and BCQ.

Students' solution process

The solution produced by the students was not entirely correct (the congruence case to be 

applied should be Side-Angle-Side instead of Side-Side-Angle). Students wrote (see also Fig. 

2.3):

‘QCB and ACP are congruent because QC=AC,

CP=CB 

and C12= C23 (because) C1= C3=60

Thus (Side-Side-Angle) congruent

Then if QC=AC and CP=CB then it follows that AP =BQ’

The three students, Igor, Lia and Jan, constitute what we call a heterogeneous group. When 

presented with the task in Fig. 2.2 the students were expected to have the necessary resources 

required to solve the problem, though because they were heterogeneous we anticipated they 

would approach the task in different ways.
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Fig. 2.3. Students’ answer to the mathematical task

Categorization process

Following the procedure described before, we first divided the transcription of the protocol 

(fragments 1-3) into sub-episodes. We distinguished 16 sub-episodes (number before text in 

fragments 1-3). We then placed each of these sub-episodes in one of the four categories. We 

divided the protocol into three parts to help the reader make sense of the students’ discussion. 

Each part corresponds to three different topics of discussion: noticing and discussing 

geometric elements in the diagram (fragment 1); finding a theoretical explanation for the 

equality of the two angles (fragment 2); writing the formal proof (fragment 3). 

Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 1 

In the first fragment (sub-episodes 1-4) the two line segments QB and AP are recognized 

respectively as the sides of two equal triangles QBC and APC and the three students sought an 

explanation for this equality. 

1 Igor: AP is thus PQ, BQ

Jan: Wait ...let’s see. We must say that AP is.... 

Igor: Wait…, look…you can rotate this (Igor points to triangle ACP) and then this one is 

this one (Igor points to triangle QBC). So ACP is QCB …

Jan: Yes

Lia: Yes

Jan: Yes, you say this one is this one
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2 Igor: Yes, and that happens because AC...

Lia: That is that (interrupting Igor)

Igor: … is equal to QC and BC is equal to CP

Lia: Yes, so the other one must also be equal to this one

3 Igor: So it also means that A is equal to … 

Lia: Q

Igor: No. We must prove that angle C…

Lia: No...yes… 

Igor: That this angle C is equal to this angle C (Igor points to the Fig. 2.2)

Jan: This and this? That can’t be… wait a minute

4 Igor: Only then we will have proved it. Because then we have one angle and two sides. 

The analysis of the first four sub-episodes resulted in the reasoning sequence ER-ER-RR-FR, 

as reported in Table 2.1.

In this fragment, the resulting reasoning sequence demonstrates a movement from 

empirical-based reasoning (ER) to formal expressed reasoning (FR) which involves a shift 

from observing the spatial-graphical equality of the two triangles to focusing on the 

relationship between the corresponding sides and the corresponding angles in these triangles. 

In sub-episode 1 (ER) Igor mentally rotates the triangle APC to fit triangle QBC, thereby 

making the key idea of congruence visible (in the diagram) to the other students (they agree 

with him). In sub-episodes 2 (ER) and 3 (RR), the students seek to explain the equality 

observed in the diagram based on the properties of the sides and the angles. Note: the equality 

of the sides is worked out in the diagram (equal sides are illustrated with equal dashes) while 

the equality of the angles is not mentioned at all. The students’ focus on the two properties 

suggests they recognized and attempted to use the key idea of congruence related to 

congruence cases the angles is not mentioned at all. The students’ focus on the two properties 

suggests they recognized and attempted to use the key idea of congruence related to 

congruence cases (general and independent from the particular diagram). This becomes clear 

in sub-episode 4 (FR), at least for Igor.
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Table 2.1: Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 1

Students' utterances Level

1 The students' reference is the specific situation of the task setting (diagram); 
proving the two triangles are congruent is carried out in the material world. 
The wording is tied to the diagram: it describes the two triangles ('this one is 
this one'), actions on them ('turning') and the result of these actions ('so ACP
is QCB'). For the students, the validity of the arguments takes place within 
the material world of Geometry I: the two triangles are equal because through 
rotation they fit each other.

ER

2 Igor and Lia's reference is the diagram. Igor refers to the equality of the sides, 
which is given with equal marks on the drawing. Their expressions are linked 
to the diagram although Igor’s expression is more sophisticated than Lia’s; 
he uses symbols to designate mathematical relations ('AC is equal to QC')
whereas Lia uses deictic terms to refer to elements of the drawing (Lia points 
and says 'that is that'). The students check the equality of the triangles in the 
diagram within Geometry I.

ER

3 The students’ reference might be the notion of congruence but contextualized 
in the particular drawing. The students refer to the relationships between the 
particular sides and angles on the diagram: 'A is equal to...'; 'we must prove 
that angle C (...) is equal to this angle C'. So in their analyses the students 
only refer to elements that might be useful when applying the congruence 
criteria. The single arguments express a mixing of empirical deduction (the 
relationships result from recognizing elements in the figure) and theoretical 
experiment (expecting and questioning the recognized relations).

RR

4 Igor's reference is probably the theoretical notion of congruence, even though 
the term congruence is not mentioned: '[if] we have one angle and two sides' 
[we can prove that the triangles are equal]. Moreover, the students' reference 
seems to be the system of mathematical theorems, which is independent of 
situation-specific imagery; to prove that the triangles are equal, the use of a 
theorem is required 'only [if we have used the theorem] have we proved it'. In 
this case, the validity of the equality of the two triangles is stated within the 
well-defined system of the properties of Geometry II.

FR
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Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 2

In the second fragment (sub-episodes 5-11) the students’ reasoning leads to an attempt to 

explain the equality of the two angles beyond the spatial-graphical features of the diagram. 

5 Igor: May I…? He takes the pen from Jan

Lia: Yes, or you do P is B

Igor: This one is equal to this one (Igor draws two marks in the angles QCB and ACP-

Fig. 2.4). 

Fig. 2.4. Student draws two marks in the angles QCB and ACP

Igor: This is what we must prove 

Lia: Or A is Q then you can also prove

6 Jan: Mm… wait a minute (he takes the pen). You want to say that this here up to there 

(he points to angle QCB on the drawing) is equal to this here up to there (he points 

to angle ACP on the drawing)….eh

Lia: Or A is Q and B is P (Lia points on the drawing) but I don’t know what is easier.

(Students are silent for a moment)

Jan: Yes but AQ is equal to BC if you rotate it and AQ is not BP. AC is BP (unclear what 

the student means. Silence)

7 Jan: What do we know? We know that this is this (Jan points to the angles on the 

figure). And what else do we know?

Lia: But you know that here ... eh... They are all 60 degrees because this is a….

Jan: Yes, ok

8 Igor: Yes, definitely, we can fill that in. (Jan writes 60 degrees in the angles in triangle 

ACQ). 

Igor: We can also do this in the other (and he points to triangle BPC) (Jan writes 60 

degrees in the angles of triangles BPC and ACQ- Fig. 2.5)
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Fig. 2.5. Jan writes 60 degrees in the angles in triangles BPC and ACQ

9 Jan: Eh… is it possible that…this, this makes the difference (he points to the shared 

angle ACB)

Igor: Yes…but, wait a minute, I already know it! Because this is shared (he points to 

angle ACB). Both angles have it. 

10 Igor: So, if we call it C (Igor grabs the pen from Jan and writes the letter C)

Lia: They must be exactly…

Igor: We can call them 1, 2 and 3. (Igor writes it down). Then they both have.... (he 

divides the angle ACB into three parts and names them 1, 2 and 3-Fig. 2.6). 

Jan: One…C2

Fig. 2.6. Student divides the angle ACB into three parts and calls them C1, C2 and C3

11 Igor: C2. C2 is C2 plus 60 degrees (Student probably means “C2 is C1 plus 60”)

Jan: So they have to be equal

Lia: Yes

The analysis of the sub-episodes 5-11 resulted in the reasoning sequence RR-ER-RR-ER-ER-

RR-TR as reported in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 2

Students' utterances Level

5 Igor and Lia's reference is the general relationships between the angles but 
contextualized in the diagram; Igor refers to the specific angles ACP and 

QCB but in relation to a 'higher' purpose: 'we must prove this'; Lia also 
refers to proving. Students’ expressions refer to specific elements in the task 
setting but serving the purpose of the construction of a proof. Lia and Igor 
look for the validity of their arguments in both worlds. In that of Geometry I: 
Lia states: 'you do P is B' and Igor draws two angles. In the world of 
Geometry II: 'this is what we must prove'; 'you can also prove….'

RR

6 Lia and Jan's reference is the particular angles on the drawing. The students' 
wording describes the two angles ('this here up to there is equal to this here up 
to there') and actions upon them ('AQ is equal to BC if you rotate it') are tied 
to the task setting; and 'A is Q and Q is B'. For the students, the validity of 
their arguments takes place in the world of Geometry I.

ER

7 Lia and Jan's reference is the diagram ('we know that this is this') but also the 
relationships recognized on it ('they are all 60 degrees because...'). The 
students’ expression is therefore mixed and contains general statements and 
deictic terms; the validity of the arguments is sought beyond the world of 
Geometry I: 'What do we know?', 'And what else do we know?'; 'they are all 
60 degrees because…'

RR

8 Igor and Jan’s reference is confined to the diagram. Igor’s wording is tied to 
the specific task setting 'we can try to fill that in'. Jan’s action is on the 
diagram: he marks 60 degrees in all the angles. For the students, the validity 
of the arguments takes place within the material world of Geometry I.

ER

9 Jan and Igor’s reference is the key idea (the unknown piece of angle, ACB, is 
an equal part of both angles ACP and QCB) but recognized in the diagram. 
Students’ wording describes elements of the task setting: Jan notices in the 
diagram the common part of the two angles: 'this makes the difference' and 
Igor notices the common angle as part of two broader angles: 'because this is 
shared. Both angles have it'; the validity of the equality of the two angles takes 
place within Geometry I.

ER
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In this fragment we observe students alternating between various levels of reasoning, which 

seems to reflect the students’ effort to make sense of and explain why the angle in between is 

equal. In sub-episode 5 (RR) the problem of proving the two angles are equal is clearly 

formulated by Igor (by marking the two angles on the diagram) and shared with the other 

students. Lia and Igor look for an explanation beyond the diagram, which shows that at least 

these students do not accept the equality in the diagram as proof. In sub-episode 6 (ER) Jan 

attempts to make sense of Igor’s statement by checking it in the diagram but it is not clear how 

he (and Lia) is using this information. In sub-episodes 7 (RR) and 8 (ER) the students explore 

the relationship between the spatial-graphical features of the angles in the diagram and their 

mathematical properties (they mark the angles of the equilateral triangles with 60 degrees in 

the diagram). Note: a key idea for solving the problem is to treat the unknown piece of angle, 

Students' utterances Level

10 Igor’s reference is the diagram but he seems to use it as support for 
generalization of the three angles. Student's expression is mixed; on one hand 
the wording describes elements of the task setting ('we can call them 1, 2 and 
3') and he performs actions on the figure (on the worksheet he divides the angle 

ACB into three parts and calls them 1, 2 and 3); on the other hand, by naming 
the angles in general terms ('So, if we call it C'), they become independent 
entities; general objects, not specific to the diagram. The validity of the equality 
of the angles is sought beyond Geometry I.

RR

11 The students’ references are general relationships ('C2 is C1 plus 60 degrees '(...) 
'So they have to be equal') that refer to the property of the equality of the angles 
(key idea). The use of general letters to describe something unknown seems to 
help the students get more control of this relationship. By naming the shared
angle C2 and expressing the unknown angle as C2 plus 60, Igor is gaining verbal 
control of the complex relationship between drawing and the general idea since 
this way of defining the angles is general and not dependent on the diagram 
(even though the diagram may play a role in the visualization of this property).
The other two students follow Igor's reasoning; Jan completes the deduction ('so 
they have to be equal') and Lia agrees ('yes'). For the students the validity of the 
equality of the angles is to be found in the general world of Geometry II.

TR
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ACB, as an equal part of both angles ACP and QCB. In sub-episode 9 (ER) Igor bears this 

key idea in mind but bases it on the spatial-graphical features of the diagram. Here Igor 

realizes he has found the solution to the problem, which the other two students agree with. In 

sub-episodes 10 (RR) and 11 (TR) the students attempt to generalize the relationship between 

the three angles; by naming them they become independent entities, i.e. not dependent on the 

spatial-graphical features of the diagram. Moreover, Igor’s verbal expression seems to help 

Jan to get control on this relationship; the equality of the angles is the result of logical 

deduction, not empirical experience. In other words, the two angles appear to be equal in the 

diagram but this might not be the case in general. They also formalize their solution, as the 

property of the equality of the angles is one of the two necessary conditions for applying the 

congruence cases (key idea).

Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 3

In the third and final fragment (sub-episodes 12-16) the students discuss how they should 

write the proof. 

12 Igor: This thing that we first saw

Jan: Write it down (on a piece of paper) before we have the answer

Igor: I know how we have to say it (Igor is the one writing the solution) 

Jan: You can say C, C…

Igor: Angle QCB (Jan traces the angle QCB on the drawing with his finger)

Igor: Congruent or similar?

Lia: Eh… congruent because the sides are equal

13 Igor: Yes ... congruent; QCB is ACP

Jan: It is possible

Igor: Because…?

Lia: Two sides…

14 Igor: QC is AC (and he writes it down)

Jan: Yes

Igor: And then still this thing (he means the symbol of congruence)

Lia: CP is CB (Igor writes it down)

Jan: Q is A and B is P (it is not understandable and Igor doesn’t write it down)
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Igor: And angle C12 is equal to angle C23 and we must work towards it… because

15 Jan: Congruent… again, you can explain it in the same way that you did in one and two 

(he means tasks 1a and 1b); because you know that one side is equal. If one side is 

equal … (Igor interrupts Jan)

16 Igor: These three things … Let’s see…Side-Side-Angle

Jan: But if this is 60 degrees….

Igor: That doesn’t matter…

Jan: Mmmh…ok

Igor: What matters is this piece… (he points to angle ACB). But now we have side, 

side, angle. And we have proved elsewhere …. (Igor points to task 1b) Side-Side-

Angle (he says this as he writes SSA down)

Lia: (Lia corrects Igor) SAS, right?

Igor: (Doesn’t react to Lia’s correction) So congruent. … and that’s it…

Lia: AP is QB

Jan: Let’s see what we’ve written so far….ok you have written so

Igor: So if QC is AC

Jan: Then …

Igor: CP is CB then 

Lia: AP is BQ

Igor: QB

Lia: No

Igor: BQ? (Igor looks at Lia)

Lia: BQ

Igor: BQ (he writes it down) ok

Jan: BQ is AP

The analysis of episodes 12-16 resulted in the reasoning sequence TR-FR-FR-RR-FR as 

reported in Table 2.3.

In this fragment, we observed the students’ reasoning alternating between various 

levels, which can be connected to their efforts to express in a formal way (using the theoretical 

notion of congruence) their solution to the task. In sub-episodes 12 (TR), 13 (FR) and 14 (FR) 

Igor and Lia are using the key idea of congruence in a theoretical and formal way. This is not 

so clear in Jan’s case.
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Table 2.3: Analysis of students’ reasoning in fragment 3

Students' utterances Level

12 The students' reference is the theoretical notion of congruence; the students refer 
to the angles and the sides of the triangles. Igor tries to express the groups’
solution using mathematical terms 'congruent or similar?'; 'angle QCB' and 
symbols 'this thing that we first saw'. The validity of the equality of the two 
triangles is sought and explained in the world of Geometry II: 'congruent or 
similar?'; 'congruent because the sides are equal'.

TR

13 The students' reference is the theoretical notion of congruence. The students’ 
wording expresses parts of the key idea in general terms, using mathematical 
terms: 'congruent'; 'QCB is ACP', 'QC is AC'. The validity of the equality of the 
two triangles is stated within the congruence cases (Geometry II).

FR

14 The students' reference is the theoretical notion of congruence. The students’ 
expressions refer explicitly to the correspondence of equal sides ('QC is AC' and 
'CP is CB') and equal angles ('angle C12 is equal to angle C23'), which are the 
conditions for applying the congruence cases. Igor tries to use mathematical 
symbols 'and then still this thing' and expresses awareness of the need to elaborate 
on the equality of the angles in a formal way ('we must work towards it'). For the 
students, validity of the equality of the two triangles is stated within the world of 
Geometry II.

FR

15 Jan’s reference is the notion of congruence 'constructed' in a previous task. Jan 
seems to try to establish a logical deduction between the term congruence and the 
conditions of the congruence cases 'because you know that one side is equal'; 'if 
one side is equal...'. Jan looks for the validity of the equality of the two triangles 
beyond the world of Geometry I: 'you can explain it in the same way that you did 
in one and two' (he means tasks 1a and 1b).

RR

16 The students' reference is the theoretical notion of congruence: 'these three things 
…let’s see…Side-Side-Angle'. The students express this relationship in a formal 
way: 'now we have Side-Side-Angle. And we have proved elsewhere'; 'SAS,
right?’ Moreover, the students' reference seems to be the system of mathematical 
theorems, which is independent of situation-specific imagery: Igor remarks 'that 
doesn’t matter' [the size of the angle] and Lia deduces the equality of the line 
segments from the congruence of the triangles. The validity of the equality of the 
two triangles and the validity of the equality of the two line segments is stated 
within the well-defined system of properties of Geometry II: 'these three things 
…let’s see…side, side, angle'(…) 'so congruent' and; 'So if QC is AC '(…)''CP is 
CB then'(…) 'AP is BQ'.

FR
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There are two interesting aspects in sub-episode 15 (RR): firstly, Jan refers to the term 

‘congruence’ with respect to a previous task and by doing so he links two different settings to 

the same concept; secondly, this shows the ‘hybrid’ status of his knowledge – he refers to 

congruence as an action: ‘you can explain it in the same way’, and not as a property that he 

can immediately apply. In sub-episode 16 (FR) Igor and Lia try to express the congruence 

relation in a formal way; Igor refers to the congruence case Side-Side-Angle instead of Side-

Angle-Side; Lia corrects him but he does not reconstruct his answer, which could mean that he 

is not completely aware of the difference between the two situations. 

Representation and general analysis of reasoning sequences 

The analysis of the whole solution process developed by one group of students resulted in the 

following reasoning sequence: ER-ER-RR-FR-RR-ER-RR-ER-ER-RR-TR-TR-FR-FR-RR-

FR. The graphical representation of this reasoning sequence is shown in Fig. 2.7. The sub-

episodes are represented as varying along the horizontal axis, while the four categories of

reasoning vary along the vertical axis. Here, we also draw a horizontal line that marks an 

imaginary boundary between empirical and theoretical domains.

Fig. 2.7. Representation of the categories in a reasoning sequence

The vertical shifts with regard to the horizontal line in the graph provide a general picture 

about the various levels evolving from the students’ mathematical discussion while interacting 

with each other. It specifically illustrates how reasoning fluctuated while the students 

compared, adapted, integrated and sometimes reconstructed their previously known pseudo-
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mathematical and mathematical knowledge, which in this case involved the notion of 

congruence (key idea). 

Discussion

We started this chapter by observing that there is a gap between the neat reinvention processes 

achieved in experimental research settings and the refractory reality of the classroom, where 

practical and institutional limitations may prevent teachers from following these examples. On 

the other hand, we argued that it is feasible to strengthen and improve the enrichment 

processes already occurring at some level in regular classrooms. By enrichment we mean a 

process in which students fill in gaps, reconstruct and ground their knowledge by making 

connections between their (pseudo)-mathematical knowledge, and what is experientially real 

to them. We discussed the creation of a learning environment (which we labeled shift-problem 

lessons, Palha et al., 2013) as a means of fostering enrichment processes designed to avoid the 

linearity of textbook instruction. Observing students collaborative discourse to solve problems 

in this setting suggested that differences in the students’ statements and arguments would be 

an indispensable catalyst for enrichment. We therefore sought to identify levels of reasoning 

that could assist in analyzing enrichment processes in shift-problem lessons. We expanded on 

this idea by identifying four levels of reasoning in students collaborative discourse (empirical-

based; relational; theoretical-based, and formal expressed), which were developed by analogy 

with the four levels of activity in emergent modeling (Gravemeijer, 1999, 2008). To assess the 

usefulness of these levels, we studied a group of students collaboratively solving geometric 

proof tasks in an 11th grade classroom. To apply these levels of reasoning, we had to tailor 

them to the geometric proof topic, which we did by taking into account specific frameworks in 

the field of geometric proof (Kuzniak & Rauscher, 2011; Laborde, 2004; Raman, 2003). 

Our results showed that the observation categories developed for geometric proof are 

reliable and make it possible to identify the levels of reasoning of individual utterances, which 

allows for an in-depth analysis of enrichment processes. A special feature of our approach is 

that we endeavour to do justice to the role of pseudo-mathematics in learning processes. This 
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may be considered a transitional stage following previous work in this area by Van Oers 

(2002) and other research that observed similar stages in the development of meaning (Vinner, 

1983; Thompson & Silverman, 2008; Pijls & Dekker, 2011).

The observation categories allow us to conduct a fine-grained analysis. As illustrated in 

the previous section, it allows us to see the use of different meanings in students’ reasoning 

when solving problems. The categories capture the dynamics between empirical and 

theoretical domains, which have been referred by several researchers, for the most part in 

general terms (see for instance Laborde, 2004; Jones, 2000). The graphical representation 

highlights the shuttling back and forth between the categories and this provides an overview of 

the way the mathematical notions evolve from student discussion. When it comes to proof, the 

link between personal meaning and public meaning can be revealed by this dynamic. We have 

illustrated this with regard to the theoretical notion of congruence (key idea). 

We also found that this way of analyzing the collaborative discourse of small groups 

while solving mathematical problems is promising in relation to understanding interactive 

learning processes. This, in turn, may aid us in our attempt to support the type of processes we 

envisage and, consequently, help us overcome the problems that mathematics education is 

currently struggling with.
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